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PARK(ING) DAY 2017

PPARK(ing) Day is an annual worldwide event, 
locally introduced to Singapore by Urban 
Redevelopment Authority (URA) and 
Singapore University of Technology and 
Design (SUTD). This event invites community 
members to transform parking spots into 
vibrant public spaces for one day.

WithWith the theme of “Pathways”, my group was 
invited to create an idea that would connect 
the community, generations and its 
neighbourhood. 

Group Initiative by: Jeremy Silva (Leader), Zikry Nasrullah, Brandon Pereira, Haris Dzulkifli, Tristan Smith, Gabriel Broughton



PROPOSE-A-PARKLET COMPETITION 2020

Organised by The Substation, Propose-A-Parklet is an urban 
design competition inviting us to respond to the brief: “What 
makes a public space?” by creating a temporal urban space 
within the size of a parking lot (2.5m x 5.0m).

TheThe idea of a public space intrigued me as it questioned the 
ownership of a space- is it meant to be shared by a certain 
group with common interests? If the space was left over 
time, would the generation that used to enjoy it still be able 
to appreciate it when they are older? 

II took this opportunity to build on the concept from 
PARK(ing) Day 2017. What if the canvases created from the 
same idea were done on other material? Like Yayoi Kusama, 
what if I could create an entire room using only this pattern?

Creating an entire room using this pattern would transport 
the person to a different place, psychologically taking the 
person away from fast-paced world. 

WithWith the support from the previous team, I participated in 
this event as an individual and was invited to an open critique 
session with the panel to further build on the idea.
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SINGAPORE-GLOBAL FIREFIGHTERS & 
PARAMEDICS CHALLENGE (SGFPC) 2019

I had volunteered to cover Singapore Civil Defence 
Force’s SGFPC 2019 as the event videographer. My 
newly-formed team was tasked to cover all the 
programmes that was planned for the entire two days: 
Rip-It-Off, Braveheart Challenge, Dog Show and more.

WWe were also tasked with handling the @myscdf 
Instagram page and published media to regularly 
showcase the event.

Video Screenshots: Marching-in Parade (Left), Meet-the-Officers (Right)

Video Screenshot: WO1 Bukhary competing in the Braveheart Challenge

Video Screenshots: Dog Show Interactions
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INTRODUCTION

3-Dimensional Gallery comprises of works during my first Art Exhibition: 
International Baccalaureate Graduation Showcase 2018. My pieces, along with 
Comparative Studies of various artists, were awarded a  7/7, achieving top 5% 
in the world for Visual Arts.

MyMy Comparative Studies titled ‘Representation of Pain a a Human Experience 
Through Paintings’ examined the similarities and differences of pieces from 
artists in various eras (Egon Schiele, Zeng Fanzhi, Pablo Picasso).  

This gallery showcases works that question our identity in hopes of giving a 
new perspective on everyday normalcy.

PSYCHOLOGICAL EFFECT OF FEELING TRAPPED

My first work titled ‘How ’The Other’ Feels’ aims to explore the idea of 
stereotypes that are often overlooked in our society. We often stand by the idea 
of a multi-racial harmony but are there certain areas that we tend to miss? 

TheThe concept behind this piece was motivated by the sketch above, where I drew 
a self-portrait and tried squeezing it into a rectangular form. This is a similar 
analogy to how it feels when people place certain expectations/labels on the 
person- stereotyping the way they ‘should’ behave. 
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HOW ‘THE OTHER’ FEELS
102cm x 88cm, June 2018
Ceramics, Prayer Mat, Twine

SteStereotypes are often wrongly interpretations of a 
certain group developed by society over time. And 
stereotypes play a much larger role in our lives than 
you might believe.

JustJust like how this prayer mat was stained with gun 
symbols in its design, stereotypes wrongly define 
certain races and even religions. Just like how the face 
trapped has been disfigured due to pressure from the 
prayer mat, stereotypes forcefully label people in our 
society.

AndAnd just like how I wish to break free and excel, these 
stereotypes will always hold me back, keeping me 
restricted and judged as “lazy, selfish and limited”, 
like how many would perceive Malays to be.
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THE IDEA OF HAVING FAKE FRIENDS
18cm x 20cm x 25cm (h), September 2018

Glazed Ceramics

Growing up around friends with rich backgrounds made me wish if there was 
ever a way to present myself as ‘wealthy enough’ just to fit in with them.

ByBy disconfiguring my Arabic name to fit various forms of glasses, it is used 
metaphorically to assume a persona- that is attracted to the wealth and gold 
inside. Yet, in forcing myself to adopt these traits to fit in, it changes my 
identity which questions the authenticity of these forged friendships and 
whether the memories were even genuine.
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TOO RARE TO DIE
16cm x 17cm x 25cm (h), October 2018

Glazed Ceramics

InspiInspired by Islamic pottery, I sculpted a pot as a 
self-portrait- using its form to reflect my character and 
Arabic name fused into its design. The narrow and 
tapered tip leading to the lips embodies how little I share 
about myself to others. The many ears around its body 
shows how much I listen and creates an imbalance of not 
sharing enough, leaving my bloated with my own 
thoughts and emotion- an analysis of my own selfthoughts and emotion- an analysis of my own self
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IS RELIGION A GIFT OR CONSTRICTION?
31cm x 14cm x 10cm (h), October 2017

Glazed Ceramics, Cloth used in Islam (stiched)

IIronic how we see people nowadays view religious practices as forced actions, a 
constriction and a hassle in life, rather than what is it was: a gift from God. Cloth used 
in Islam for celebration, prayer and death are stitched to form a single ribbon that wraps 
around hands performing du’a (prayer). The act of wrapping presents prayer as a gift 
but upon closer look, we see how this wrapping forcefully creates ridges on the 
sculpture- questioning if it is actually a constriction instead.
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TO MAKE REALITY
40cm x 60cm, June 2020

Graphite

ThThrough this series, I explored two unique abilities that drawing hyper-realitiscally had 
to offer. Taking inspiration from artists CJ Hendry and Steph Morris, I discovered that 
drawing with this technique had the ability to make reality. Dr Martens has always been 
a luxury brand of shoes that I wish to wear but could never afford. Drawing realistically 
helped me achieve a sense of ownership, making owning this pair seem like reality.
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TO PRESERVE REALITY
40cm x 60cm, October 2020

Graphite

UnlikeUnlike many, I opted for a manual driving license instead of 
an automated one with the intention of driving vintage cars. 
Driving the classic Volkswagen Beetle, once a gem and now 
a rare icon on the road, has always been my dream. As the 
future advances, this dream fades away and I sought to use 
drawing hyper-realistically to preserve its legacy. 



DESIGNS FOR SINGAPORE CIVIL DEFENCE FORCE

In addition to my National Service training, I was tasked to design logos for merchandise in the 76th 
Firefighter Course (2019), 20th Rota Commander Course (2019-2020) and Sentosa Fire Station (2021).

ForFor each design, I wanted to create a timeless look to portray how the roles of firefighters and officers 
have always reamined steadfast to be the lifesavers in our community, despite the change in 
personnel or time. The classic red, white and yellow palette and universal emblems like the axe and 
Cadeceus also add to this timeless look. 
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SJI ORIENTATION CAMP 2018 DESIGNS

My main role in the organising team was handling the Logistics & Finance- 
including coming up with designs to be printed onto the merchandise given to the 
freshmen. Given the theme, ‘Olympia’, I wanted to create a modern Greek setting 
by breaking down the architecture of my school. I personally love the Pantheon 
look that was acheived by the circular columns and triangular roof found in school.
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ROOF
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1:100 SCALE MODEL FOR 8 GREENDALE RISE

WithWith no architectural background prior to joining the firm, I was first tasked to comprehend the plans, 
sections and elevations- a key language behind Construction Drawings. My understanding was 
assessed through the task of building a 1:00 scale model for 8 Greendale Rise. It was an amazing 
feeling to finally head onto the site to compare the accuracy of my model. As a kid who loved making 
wooden models, this task felt like a nostalgic introduction to Architecture and the entire process 
(along with viewing the completed site) affirmed my decision to pursue this passion in university. 

3RD STOREY

2ND STOREY
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ROOF TERRACE

3RD STOREY

2ND STOREY
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1:100 SCALE MODEL FOR 14 JALAN AMPANG

TTo challenge myself further, I wanted my model for 14 Jalan Ampang to be as neat 
yet as detailed as possible. I observed several features from the plans such as the 
random granite cladding on its front facade, trellis and vertical screens above the 
courtyard. To achieve this, I patiently aligned and neatly spaced tiny strips of 
basswood. What I like about adding these features was how they contrasted with 
the plain facade and added shadows in between spaces. To me, it made the overall 
design more appealing and with neat workmanship, I was very proud of this model.
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SHOE CABINET DESIGN FOR 98 TOH YI DRIVE

Apart from building models, I had the opportunity to design a simple shoe cabinet for 98 Toh Yi 
Drive. My first attempt acted as an exercise to get comfortable with the format required of a 
technical drawing in which I brainstormed several designs. Once confirmed, I had to present the 
design through a CAD drawing. As CAD is heavily used by Architects today, it was a good exposure 
for me to grasp the commands and tricks that help present the design in a clear and neat manner.

First Attempt at a Hand-drawn Technical Drawing (with comments in red) Finalised Technical Drawing using AutoCAD


